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Indexing

● Back of Book

● Internet Indexing

● Indexing for organizations’ systems (ex: libraries) 



Trends & Challenges 

● Digital Boom

○ Big Data Vs. Information Overload

○ Digital Libraries

● Automated Indexing
○ Precision

○ Nuance 

● New formats new approaches:

○ E-book Indexing

○ Multimedia Indexing 



Trends & Challenges 

● Image Indexing:

○ Content-based Images Indexing

○ Concept-based Images Indexing

● Evolving User Needs, Roles, and Engagement 

○ Social Media

○ Folksonomy



Digital Boom

● Birth of the internet leads to increased information

● Increased information leads to information surplus

● Creates a need to document, organize, and be able to recall information

● Creates storage challenges and innovations

○ Leads to increased formats of information 

■ Text (pdf, doc, docx, rtf)

■ Video and Audio (.wmv, mp3, mp4, WAV) 

■ Image (jpeg, png, gif)

○ Byte size changes

○ Cloud 



Indexing the Internet

● Search Engines ( ex: Google, Bing, Yahoo) 

○ Multiple types 

● Web Crawlers

● Size of the internet 
○ What is indexed?

○ What isn’t? 



Digital Libraries

“Although digital libraries have been present as a concept since the 1930-40s and 

libraries began achieving automation via records in the 1960s, they became more 

prominent in the 1990s due to the first Digital Library Initiative in 1991 (Calhoun, 

2014)” → Paper Excerpt

● Second Digital Library Initiative (1998): discussed challenges of digital libraries

● Move of libraries from physical space to digital space



“Instead of simply cataloging materials, digital libraries need to make sure 

that items within their collections are retrievable. This requires indexing to 

be done on a digital level, similar to what is done in website indexing. 

Digital libraries need search engines and these engines need to be able to 

effectively locate and retrieve information” → Paper Excerpt



● Models used
○ vector-space and probabilistic information retrieval 

○ classification or inquiry systems

● Limitations

○ technical capabilities 

■ Precision

■ Recall

■ Database size 

■ Content types

○ negative perceptions from users and professionals



Automated Indexing

“Névéol, Shooshan, Humphrey, Mork, and Aronson (2009) estimate a ‘45% 

increase in the indexing load’ (p. 814) for the National Library of Medicine's journal 

database from 2007 to 2015. Similarly, the German National Library increased its 

collection from an estimated 20,000 works annually to over 187,000 in the past 

decade (Junger, 2013)” → Paper Excerpt

Automatic Indexing Methods

● Assembly

● Rule-based

● Statistical



Assembly

“piecing together an index from words that can be taken from either preexisting categories or a 

dictionary built from analyzing the information object”

Rules-Based 

“the index is created following rules that have been previously outlined. These include specific 

indexing rules that may be required by the index owner and natural-language processing”

Statistical

“uses data from previously indexed information to index similar objects consistently”

-- Each definition above excerpted from paper



Paper Excerpt

“Junger (2013) shows that automated indexing tested for the German National 

Library could not achieve a high enough precision and ‘overall results achieved for 

automated indexing are considered not satisfactory’ (p. 107). However, when 

automatic indexing is used with the purpose of aiding human indexes, a 

‘performance of 32% precision...can be considered a positive result’ (Névéol et al., 

2009, p. 822)”



Challenges of Automatic Indexing

Precision and recall statistics

Negative perceptions:

Keller, 2015 -

libraries recognize the importance of the method, yet 70% are not using it

60% of survey responders do not believe automated systems will achieve 

the same quality as human indexers

Multimedia objects



E-Book Indexing

● “When it comes to the market, ebooks make up 15 
percent of the total market with their share growing 
at a rapid pace (Schoun, 2011). Unfortunately, there 
are minimal software programs that would lend an 
active and usable index for e-books since the field of 
e-book indexing is still new” → Paper Excerpt

EPUB

● “ Some features that are included are locator ranges, 

cross-references, locator targets, locator link text, 

indexing for handheld screens, identification of 

indexes within the package document, and 

navigation through indexes (Brown and Wright, 

2013)“ → Paper Excerpt

CHALLENGES

★ Page Numbers

★ Available Software

★ Indexer Familiarity

★ User Needs



Multimedia Indexing

Not as “easy” to index due to lack of textual transfer as a result of limited data

Ex: Title & Artist

Variety of information

Ex: Images

Title, Author/Creator, Size, File Type, Color resolution, Subject



Image Indexing

Methods:

● atomic term (use Relational Database components; context & structure)

● structural features (automatically indexed features: shape, color & texture)

● semantic feature indexes 

● Traditional methods (description-based, concept-based & context-based)

Issues: 

● Lack of a specialized classification system

● User comprehension for accurate information access

● Semantic gap 

● User: historian vs. indexer vs. general public



Folksonomy

“collaborative efforts in the creation and management of tags by users within a 

digital environment” → Paper Excerpt 

1) Users add tags

2) Navigational links are created 

Social Indexing & Collaborative Tagging

Lack language control (with guidance there have been improvements in tagging 

ability by users) 

Supports user engagement 
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User Needs

○ What are they searching? How are they searching for it? 

○ Consider their need: recreational vs. personal vs. professional

○ Consider their knowledge level

■ Average person vs. grade school student vs. undergrad vs. grad 

student vs. professional researcher

○ KNOW YOUR USER

If they cannot locate or access information, we have not done our job



Conclusion: What is the Future of Indexing?

● Technological innovation 

○ software 

○ automated indexing tools

○ storage & access capability 

● Methodology and Evaluation 

○ Combination of manual and automatic indexing 

● User focused

○ We have to provide what the user needs and make sure that it is usable for them

● Professional HUMAN indexers
○ Evaluation

○ Troubleshooting & Improvement

○ Maintaining connection with users

○ Computers do not run or program themselves
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